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Abstract

The use of prior knowledge in machine learning techniques has
been proved to give better generalisation performance for
unseen data. However, this idea has not been investigated so far
for robust ASR. Training several related tasks simultaneously
is also called multitask learning (MTL): the extra tasks
effectively incorporate prior knowledge. In this work we
present an application of MTL in robust ASR. We have used an
RNN architecture to integrate classification and enhancement
of noisy speech in an MTL framework. Enhancement is used as
an extra task to get higher recognition performance on unseen
data. We report our results on an isolated word recognition
task. The reduction in error rate relative to multicondition
training with HMMs for subway, babble, car and exhibition
noises was 53.37%, 21.99%, 37.01% and 44.13% respectively. 

1. Introduction

Automatic Speech Recognition in the presence of additive
background noise is a challenging task because of the
mismatch between the acoustic models and incoming data
caused by the noise [1]. Conventional techniques for
improving recognition robustness (reviewed by Furui [2]) seek
to eliminate or reduce the mismatch, for instance by
enhancement of the noisy speech, by adapting statistical
models for speech units to the noise condition or simply by
training in different noise conditions. Success with these
techniques has been moderate compared to human
performance (see for instance the sessions on Noise Robust
Recognition in Eurospeech 2001). Psychological studies show
that humans employ prior knowledge for efficient learning and
can also learn several related tasks simultaneously [3]. The
drawback of traditional machine learning techniques including
ASR is that they are based on training set learning and lack the
characteristics of human learning, resulting in non-optimal
generalisation performance. Several benefits can be achieved
(e.g. better generalisation and reduced learning time) by
incorporating prior knowledge in the learning process. In this
work we will exploit prior knowledge in a robust ASR task
using multitask learning. Our goal is to achieve high
performance on both classification and enhancement tasks. 

2. Prior knowledge in learning

It is evident from psychological studies that humans can learn
even from a single example. The reason is that human learning
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 just a result of exposure to random examples. Rather,
ns benefit from built in mechanisms (e.g. pain) and
rs (such as family or the school) [4]. Human beings face
ew learning task equipped with knowledge gained from
us learning tasks [5]. The use of prior knowledge in
ne learning is an active area of research for several
s including faster learning, better generalisation error

raining with insufficient data. There has been active
st in Artificial Neural Network techniques for using prior
ledge in learning [6], [7], [8], [9]. The prior knowledge in
 can be incorporated in a number of ways e.g., by
mming net weights [6] by creating virtual examples

[8] by using extra output targets or catalyst [11], or by
pecific changes in the learning algorithm [12]. Since
el learning of multiple tasks explored by Caruana [7] is at
refront of learning methods we have adapted this idea for
t ASR.

Multitask learning

f the key aspects of the learning problem faced by
ns, which differs from the vast majority of problems
d in the field of neural network learning, is the fact that
ns encounter a whole stream of learning problems over
entire lifetime [3]. Humans take advantage of the
tunity of comparing and contrasting similar categories in
ng to classify a new example within these categories [5].
eural networks and other learning algorithms e.g.
on trees have difficulty in learning if given a single,
d and difficult task. Hinton [13] proposed that if
rks are trained to represent underlying regularities of the
in, generalisation of the network will be better. Use of
targets associated with additional tasks (figure 1), also
n as adding catalyst output units, is an interesting way to
orate prior knowledge [11]. This idea is also referred to
ltiTask Learning (MTL) [7, 14] and provides the learning
thm with a better chance of capturing the domain
rities. The argument behind this is that sharing the
ation among the tasks learned can help those tasks
er more efficiently and easily than in isolation [14].
gure 1 shows an MTL feedforward multilayer network
 hidden layer and an output associated with each task.
 outputs are fully connected to the hidden layer. Input-to-
n links represent task domain common components
as hidden-to-output links are associated with task
ic components [15]. The hidden layer of this net is shared
 tasks. This sharing of a common hidden layer makes the
al representation developed in the hidden layer available
 tasks. This is the central idea in MTL: to share the



learned information while the tasks are learned in parallel.
Compared to this, when each task is learned in isolation, there
is no sharing of information among the tasks.

MTL uses the idea to create extra tasks that get trained on
the same net with the main task. It is a form of inductive
transfer that improves performance on the main task by using
the information contained in the training signals of other
related tasks. The main purpose of extra tasks is to help in the
learning of the main task. However, when extra tasks are also
required to be optimised there are several ways to achieve this
goal e.g. by using a separate learning rate for each task,
separate output error weighting or having a private hidden
layer for the major task [14].

3. Robust ASR and prior knowledge

Human listeners have the capability to recognise speech
subject to many types of variability. Apart from recognition
based on a small utterance, our brain can do several other tasks
simultaneously without great effort:
• we can deal with drastic degradation in speech caused by

additive or multiplicative noise,
• at the same time, we know the gender of the speaker,
• we can discriminate between the pitch of different speakers

and use this information to identify them,
• we can differentiate between the accent and dialects of the

speakers,
• we can analyse emotions and intention,

Since state-of-the-art robust ASR systems are trained on a
single task they don’t benefit from the domain specific prior
knowledge contained in the training data. The performance of
robust ASR systems can further be boosted by employing
available sources of additional and prior knowledge.

Use of prior knowledge in the area of word segmentation
has been reported by [11]. Niyogi [10] discussed the use of
prior knowledge in speech recognition in the form of ‘virtual
examples’, which are basically a transformed version of
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Figure 1: An MTL network with one main task and three extra
tasks. There is an output unit for each task being learned in
parallel
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ecurrent Neural Nets for robust ASR using 
MTL

iling robust ASR techniques are based on Continuous
ty Hidden Markov Models. Here, we consider a
ctionist alternative. One motivation is that CDHMMs are
ative models which do not give direct estimates of
ior probabilities of the classes given the acoustics.
l Networks, unlike HMMs, are discriminative models
 do give direct estimates of posterior probabilities and
been used with success in hybrid ANN/HMM speech
nition systems [16]. 
ecurrent Neural Networks have the potential to capture
erm contextual effects over time, which CDHMM based
ques do not do: the estimated likelihood of the data at a
ular time in a CDHMM system depends on the observed
tics and the state distribution. RNNs also allow a single
 perform both enhancement and classification, with the
tial of combining these processes to mutual benefit.
us work on robust ASR using RNN has been reported by

he use of RNNs in robust ASR to train several related
simultaneously has not been addressed so far. In this
we present an application of MTL in robust ASR. We
used RNN architecture for the problem of integrating
fication and enhancement of noisy speech in an MTL
work. Enhancement is used as an extra task to get higher
nition performance on the unseen data.

RNN architecture

 2 shows the block diagram for robust ASR using a
ask RNN. The RNN is supplied with noisy speech at
and produces class posteriors and enhanced speech for

me time. The RNN basically has an Elman architecture
where there are fully connected recurrent links from the
idden layer to the present hidden layer. The number of
units depends on the size of feature vector, i.e. the

er of spectral channels (32 channels in the experiments
ed). The number of hidden units is determined by
imentation (120 in our experiments). There are output
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units for each pattern class and extra units for enhancement. In
our case the classes are taken to be whole words, so in the
isolated digit recognition experiments we report, there are
eleven output units, for ‘1’ - ‘9’, ‘zero’ and ‘oh’, with an
additional 32 output units corresponding to the length of
feature vector.

RNN weights are updated using back-propagation through
time [19]. The average of the RNN output error over all the
time frames of a training utterance is taken after these frames
had gone through a forward pass. This error is used to mediate
weight change for the training example. The error for both
output classes and the enhanced features is estimated as the
sum squared error between the correct targets (one of n for the
classification units and the clean values for the enhancement
units) and the RNN output for each frame.

The recognition phase consists of a forward pass to
produce RNN output for unseen data and enhancement at each
time step. The highest value in the averaged output vector is
taken as the recognised class.

5. Experimental setup and database

Experiments were performed using data from male speakers in
the isolated digits section of the AURORA database [20]. This
database contains about 1200 isolated digits from 55 male
speakers, where each speaker spoke 2 examples of the 11 word
vocabulary (the digits 1-9, ‘oh’ and ‘zero’). All speech data in
the Aurora database is in turn obtained from the TIDigit
database after downsampling to 8 KHz and filtering with a
G712 characteristic. 

1000 examples were chosen for training. A validation set
of 110 examples was used to control the stopping condition in
training. Recognition performance was evaluated on the
isolated digit section of Aurora test set A which has four types
of noises (subway, babble, car and exhibition) added at SNRs
from 20 dB to -5 dB at 5 dB intervals.

Acoustic vectors were obtained from a 32 channel auditory
filter bank [21] with centre frequencies spaced linearly in ERB-
rate from 50 to 3750 Hz. The instantaneous Hilbert envelope at
the output of each filter was smoothed with a first order filter
with an 8 ms time constant, and sampled at a frame rate of 10
ms. Finally a cube root compression was applied to the frame
of energy values. Spectral domain acoustic vectors are used to
allow comparison with our earlier work with missing data
techniques [17].

5.1. Classification performance

The classification performance of our combined MTL
classification+enhancement net (‘MTRNN:CLASS+ENH’
curve) is shown in figure 3 for subway noise in Aurora test A.
We compare our results with:
1. CDHMM systems trained both on clean isolated digits

(‘HMM:NP’ curve) and noisy isolated digits (‘MCHMM’
curve). These systems consisted of eleven whole word
HMMs (‘1’ - ‘9’, ‘oh’, ‘zero’), each with 16 states and 2
mixtures per state.

2. A CDHMM system using marginalisation based missing
data recognition (‘HMM:MARG’ curve) [22], [23].
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noises in set A were similar. The overall error from
MM’ (i.e. for all conditions including clean speech and
speech at SNRs from -5 dB to 20 dB) for subway, babble,
d exhibition noises was 21.53%, 23.91%, 28.88% and

% respectively. The incremental reduction in word error
ER) compared to ‘MCHMM’ for subway, babble, car

hibition noises was 11.49%, 5.26%, 10.69% and 12.49%
%, 21.99%, 37.01% and 44.13% relative WER)
tively. It seems that enhancement as a hint to

fication for babble noise does not give as good an
vement as for other noises. The reason may be the non-
arity of babble noise which prevents the RNN from
ing the optimal solution for the enhancement task.

Pattern completion performance

 4 compares speech enhancement results obtained form a
te single task learning (STL) RNN (‘RNNENH’ curve)
TL RNN (‘MTRNN-ENH’ curve) as a measure of gain

R for speech added with subway noise in Aurora test set
he results from both nets were superior to spectral
ction (‘SS’ curve) and noisy condition (‘NP’ curve). We
e the effect of a slightly lower enhancement performance
the MTL net than the STL enhancement net. Similar
s were obtained for babble, car and exhibition noises in
a test A. However the difference in speech enhancement
mance is not significant. The enhancement task itself in
eeded about 30 hidden units. In the MTL net the problem
 lie in selecting a suitable hidden layer representation
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e 3: RNN performance on classification 
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from a huge number of hidden layer representations provided
by a large hidden layer. Enhancement performance may be
improved by defining schedules in the training to emphasise on
the minimisation of enhancement error.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have demonstrated the effectiveness of MTL
in robust ASR to get improved recognition accuracy. We used
the idea of MTL as it is more suitable for our problem and has
also been proven efficient than sequential learning with prior
knowledge. 

Enhancement is not the only hint which can be used to
achieve higher classification performance. We believe that
speech contains a lot of information apart from the class labels
for training e.g. gender, speaker identity, accent, word
boundary and off course the information about sources of
distortions. These extra sources of information can be used as
hints for classification task in MTL framework.

We are currently working on extending this recognition
system for the connected digits recognition task, following the
Aurora standard for robust ASR. In this case we introduce
‘silence’ as an additional recognition class, and the training
targets are obtained by forced-alignment on clean speech with
an existing recogniser. We also plan to investigate integration
of other useful sources of prior knowledge in robust ASR,
which may result in better recognition performance.
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